
Title Author/s Synopsis 

Confessions of a Triple-Shot 
Betty 

Jody Gehrman A take on Much Ado About Nothing, Gehrman’s espresso-serving leading 
lady is less focused on love and more focused on something slightly more 
important: revenge. When the local golden boy takes advantage of both 
her cousin and her best friend, Geena enlists some help to take him down. 
But the best part of this retelling is how Gehrman stays true to the original, 
with all the inappropriate humour and battle of the wits that make Much 
Ado what it is. 

This Must Be Love Tui T. Sutherland Helena is a hopeless romantic, so when she meets the schmoozy Dimitri, 
she sees nothing wrong, even though her best friend, Hermia, thinks 
there’s something’s fishy about him. But Hermia has her own problems: 
she’s suddenly feeling more than platonic about her best friend, Alex, 
who’s not-so-happy that Dimitri seems to be pursuing Hermia instead of 
Helena. With a little extraordinary intervention and some karaoke, though, 
things just might turn out okay. 

The Poet Elizabeth Acevedo Xiomara has always kept her words to herself. When it comes to standing 
her ground in her Harlem neighbourhood, she lets her fists and her 
fierceness do the talking. But X has secrets. And her slam poetry club 
threatens to pull those secrets into the spotlight. Because in spite of a 
world that might not want to hear her, Xiomara refuses to stay silent. 
 

We Were Liars E Lockhart Gloriously witty, sharp and utterly addictive, We Were Liars explores 
outwardly perfect lives consumed by secrets and privileges taken too far.  
Controlled and perfectly paced, this ingenious novel has a way of handing 
you one surprise after another.  
 

The Fault In Our Stars John Green Despite the tumour-shrinking medical miracle that has bought her a few 
years, Hazel has never been anything but terminal, her final chapter 
inscribed upon diagnosis. But when a gorgeous plot twist named Augustus 
Waters suddenly appears at Cancer Kid Support Group, Hazel's story is 
about to be completely rewritten. 
 

Thicker Than Water Anne Cassidy George dreams of settling in a seaside town and opening a record shop 



one day, but it's hard to stay anywhere for long when he has his cousin, 
Lennie, to look after. Lennie is a gentle giant but has a habit of attracting 
trouble and doesn't know his own strength. George would get on better 
without him, but Lennie couldn't manage on his own. For the moment, 
trying to stay under the radar and get some money saved means working 
for a dodgy pub landlord - but when trouble finds Lennie yet again, George 
has some hard decisions to make. 

Dear Martin Nic Stone Writing letters to the late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., seventeen-year-old 
college-bound Justyce McAllister struggles to face the reality of race 
relations today and how they are shaping him. 
 

 


